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I’m up 38 articles on EzineArticles.com the marvelous
website I mentioned last newsletter. It offers thousands of
articles to read on myriad subjects. If you are interested,
all my articles are featured on the Presidents of Hope and
Change website under the tab ARTICLES and will
continually update as my new articles are posted. To
view them, just click on the E-Zine Expert logo to go
direct to EzineArticles.com. Because some of my
favorite things to do are researching, writing and
teaching, I’m having a great time and I’m giving
something back. I’m in the middle of another book on a
similar subject with several more books waiting in line.
I hope you and yours have had a wonderful holiday
season and a happy, healthy and successful New Year.

Marilyn
Seed Thought
New [sky] maps are possible for the whenever we chose.
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Non-astrologers can choose from four older articles:
Conformity versus Change
Holy Words: Democracy and Republic
Lies, Misinformation, Misdirection, Apathy
Political Switching

and two new articles:
Communication - Our Emerging International Society

Communication is a necessary and primary skill in life. The old truism “No man is an island” is particularly
appropriate in a world that is developing porous borders. This will make our communication skills crucial as we
cross the barriers of culture, society, language, philosophy and religion…
Black and White Thinking - Look For Shades of Gray
Would you like to engage in an exercise in futility, an absolutely useless and pointless activity? Try arguing
with a closed mind. By the way, that does include both sides of the argument, the side you’re on and the
opposing view. It will not matter on which side you sit if one of the sides is locked in rigid thinking or behavior;
the option of discussion simply does not exist.

Astrologers interested our country and our president should read these new articles...
USA 2008 Election, Part 1 - The Country's Call For a Leader

USA 2008 Election, Part 2 - The Winning Presidential Team
Why Aquarius-Uranus Drives the USA - America's Path to the Future
Trining and Succeeding - A New Direction For America, The Future Beckons
2009 Nobel Peace Prize Winner - President Barack Obama, Was it in His Stars?

For other astrological subjects…

Planetary Aspects Continually Affect the Earth and Its Inhabitants
Strange Behavior From Jupiter and Neptune
Messing With the Moon - Stirring the Emotions
Crash of the Comet - Was Jupiter Changed?
Where Do You Find Mom and Dad in a Chart? The Parental Axis
2012 - Doomsday Or Hysteria? Is it the End of the World As We Know it?
Massacre at Fort Hood, Texas - Astrological Analysis of the Massacre Chart
It Was in the Stars - The Execution of Serial Killer John Muhammad

